Abstract-We present a new machine learning framework for indoor location estimation. In many cases, locations could be easily estimated using various traditional positioning methods and conventional machine learning approaches based on signalling devices, e.g., access points (APs). When there exist environmental changes, however, such traditional methods cannot be employed due to data distribution change. In order to circumvent this difficulty, we introduce feature relevance network-based method, which focuses on interrelatedness among features. Feature relevance networks are connected graphs representing concurrency of the signalling devices such as APs. In the newly created relevance network, a test instance and the prototype of a location are expanded until convergence. The expansion cost corresponds to distance between the test instance and the prototype. Unlike other methods, our model is nonparametric making no assumptions about signal distributions. The proposed method is applied to the 2007 IEEE International Conference on Data Mining Data Mining Contest Task #2 (transfer learning), which is a typical example situation where the training and test datasets have been gathered during different periods. Using the proposed method, we accomplish the estimation accuracy of 0.3238, which is better than the best result of the contest.
I. INTRODUCTION
W E INTRODUCE a novel algorithm for indoor location estimation with varying distributions. Unlike most machine learning problems where distributions of training and test data are assumed to be the same, 2007 IEEE International Conference on Data Mining (ICDM) Data Mining Contest (DMC) Task #2 (transfer learning) [1] presents a challenging situation where the training and test instances have been gathered during separate periods. As a result, the estimation framework obtained from traditional positioning methods such as, time difference of arrival, and roundtrip time of flight [2] cannot be used prop- erly. In addition, conventional machine learning methods are not readily applicable due to the same reason [3] . As a result, the accuracy of the location estimation is worsened from 0.8227 (without distribution change) to 0.3223 (with distribution change). Most previous approaches in these situations have tried to transform the parameters of statistically learned models [4] , [5] . In the case of 2007 IEEE ICDM DMC Task #2, radio signal strength (RSS) is not reliable and the number of available data instances from the changed distribution is too small to robustly transform the learned parameters. Therefore, it is nearly impossible to deploy parameter-transfer-based approaches in a smooth manner.
In order to alleviate this difficulty, we developed a novel method built on interrelatedness among features. Intuitively, a good feature representation is crucial for a successful domain adaptation [6] . But distributional changes make it difficult to find a proper representation of features. Our method focuses on interfeature relationship to construct plausible feature representation, which is expected to be resilient to distributional changes of feature values. The core assumption is that the nearer the access points (APs) are located, the more probable they are observed simultaneously. Based on this expectation, we search for the AP pairs, highly adjacent to each other. Such AP pairs comprise edges of a graph structure and then, the problem space is reconstructed using it. When a new test instance is given, it is mapped onto the new problem space and expanded. More precisely, the test instance and the prototype of a class are expanded together until convergence. After that, the most plausible location is chosen. In the demanding task of 2007 IEEE ICDM DMC Task #2 where training and test datasets are obtained from different distributions and there are too few training instances from the test environment, our method shows superior results compared to those from the previous approaches. We achieve the accuracy of 0.5831 (upper bound) and 0.3238 (with the current setting, which is better than the best performance achievement ever).
The structure of the paper is as follows. In Section II, we review the related works. Section III explains the 2007 IEEE ICDM DMC problem and the proposed method. Section IV presents experimental results. In Section V, we discuss the characteristics of the proposed approach. Section VI summarizes the paper.
II. RELATED WORKS
Recently, transfer learning is receiving much attention. Transfer learning emphasizes knowledge transfer across domains, tasks, and distributions that are similar but not the same. In a survey paper [5] , the authors summarized different settings of transfer learning as inductive, transductive, and unsupervised transfer learning. Inductive transfer learning aims to exploit unlabeled instances in classification tasks. In the self-taught learning framework, e.g., the authors present an approach which learns a succinct, higher-level feature representation of inputs using unlabeled data [9] . It is similar to our approach as it aims at finding a higher level feature representation relying on both labeled and unlabeled instances. However, we assume an underlying environmentally invariant interfeature relatedness and design new conceptual features based on this. In transductive transfer learning setting, a lot of labeled instances in source domain are available while no labeled ones in target domain are available. In [10] , both in-domain and out-of-domain data are treated as if they are drawn from a mixture of distributions. In the location-estimation problem, however, it is difficult to obtain such distribution due to the lack of data in target domain. In unsupervised transfer learning setting, researchers try to reduce the dimensionality with the help of related prior knowledge from other classes in the same type of concept [11] . We search for useful features in expanded feature space without explicit prior knowledge.
Contrary to the previous researches, we focus on the representation. The method of explicitly minimizing difference between source and target domains in [12] seems similar to our approach. However, we concentrate on building feature relevance networks in order to infer missing features. If one uses parametric learning, methods in [13] and [14] would be useful. After estimating an initial distribution D l , the authors revise the model for a different distribution D u of test data or produce resampling weights by matching the distributions between training and test sets in a feature space. We do not try to estimate parameters of an assumed distribution. As in [15] , our method builds a common representation space for multiple datasets in order to reinforce newly created feature space. In [16] , the authors assume that features themselves have metafeatures that are predictive of their relevance to the task, and model their relevance as a function of the metafeatures using hyperparameters. The relationship among features regardless of the relevance to location is of primary importance to our method. Some researchers try to discover shared parameters or priors between source and target domain modes [17] , [18] . Because we do not assume a parametric model, these approaches have little relevance to our method.
The proposed method seeks artificial feature combinations suitable for a given problem. In terms of local consistency, this is similar to [19] . The difference is that our method does not assume a globally stable state, rather tries to figure out clusters of neighboring locations. A framework for predictive structures can be obtained from multiple tasks and there might be also a common framework for estimation location [20] . The idea of searching for feature similarity is also interesting, although it is uncertain how the idea could be applied on transfer learning.
Contrary to the traditional common feature representation space [21] , we estimate expansion cost based on the assumption that the invariant relationship among features could be used as distance measure. In this sense, the proposed method could be interpreted as employing the manifold assumption [22] . Similar to [23] , we derive local manifold structures from feature relevance networks and the distance between two locations is measured using these structures. Because given instances are compared to prototypes, our method is more similar to proximitybased representation spaces method, not to kernel methods.
As well explained in [24] , existing methods for manifold learning have several shortcomings such as small sample size problem and information loss problem. Because the proposed method extracts interrelatedness from observed instances regardless of their label, it is less limited by the size of labeled data. Our method is also similar to neighborhood detection in [25] . By focusing on reconstruction of the local state vectors at some specified sites from measured data, the authors try to determine the spatiotemporal neighboring region or sites. We propose a method to determine the necessary dimensions of the reconstruction vector, although we do not consider the temporal characteristics in data. In [26] , the idea of using frequency for intracluster similarity and intercluster difference is similar to ours. However, we do not preselect the number of clusters.
The indoor location estimation has been researched based on various technologies. In [27] , the idea of forming the region of confidence (RoC) is similar to our method but the authors obtain the RoC using geometric properties. Our method does not consider the geometric properties and is solely based on feature relatedness. In [28] , the authors address the location estimation in an 802.11 wireless LAN environment. The authors perform a kernel-based transformation of signal and physical spaces to capture the nonlinear relationship between signals and locations. This approach does not provide explicit solutions for transfer learning. In [29] , the authors address a problem similar to the task of this paper. A radio map is constructed by calibrating signal-strength values in offline phase. However, this method uses the luxury of neighboring reference points not available in our problem setting.
III. INDOOR LOCATION ESTIMATION AND THE PROPOSED METHOD

A. Indoor Location Estimation Problem
The 2007 DMC, sponsored by the IEEE ICDM, provides the first realistic public benchmark dataset for indoor location estimation using RSS that a client device receives from a set of Wi-Fi APs. The dataset was collected from an 145.5 × 37.5 m academic building at the Hong Kong University of Science and Technology where the location is divided into a grid of 247 units. The contest focused on two tasks: indoor location estimation and transferring knowledge for indoor location estimation. We focus on transferring knowledge for the indoor location estimation task.
Let Z (|Z| = 3128) be the set of test instances. Each point z i (z i ∈ Z) is expected to belong to one of the M locations (M = 247). We will use c i to denote the location associated to z i . Our goal is to estimate c i for z i . Basically, the contest is to predict locations on the basis of the RSS values received from the Wi-Fi APs. In this paper, training instances are The proposed method is composed of mapping, structure expansion, and estimation steps. At the mapping step, environmentally invariant properties are obtained. The feature relevance network Q is constructed from T . P r (P r ∈ P ), the prototype of location r is computed from T L . At the structure expansion step, a test instance and P r are expanded until converging to the same structure based on Q. Conv.tr i denotes the ith converged tree. Based on the accumulated cost of the expansion, some locations are selected as a member of the neighboring group, G. At the estimation step, the location for the given test instance is estimated from G.
(|T L | = 621), and T U denotes unlabeled instances (|T U | = 1701). Each t l (t l ∈ T L ) is denoted as t l = a l , c l and a l = a l,1 , . . . , a l,99 (a l,i means the RSS value from the ith AP of the lth instance). Each t u (t u ∈ T U ) is represented as t u = a u and a u = a u,1 , . . . , a u,99 . The distributions of Z and T are different, so the traditional assumption that training and test examples are sampled from the same distribution does not hold in this task. A few reference points with location label from the test environment are provided as landmarks, i.e., D (|D| = 52), to assist the estimation procedure. Difficulties of the estimation problem come from the following two facts. The first is that properties of some locations are too similar. The second is that the given landmark instances are scarce. Due to the lack in landmark data, one cannot build a reliable parameter transfer model for each location. Fig. 1 illustrates the overall algorithm. The proposed method is composed of mapping, structure expansion, and estimation steps. In the mapping step, the feature relevance network Q is obtained from T . Q consists of AP pairs supposed to be adjacent. The adjacency of APs is inferred based on their cooccurrence. In addition, the prototype for each location (P = {P 1 , . . . , P 247 }) is obtained using T L . In the structure expansion step, each prototype and a test instance are expanded until they are converged to the same structure. At the estimation step, c i is estimated from a cluster of neighboring locations (G).
B. Proposed Method
1) Mapping:
The aim of this step is to find highly related AP pairs using the procedure in Table I . At first, the feature relevance network Q is obtained from T . Q is defined as a triple Q = (X, E, W), where
. . , w |E | } are the sets of vertices, edges, and weights, respectively (x i means the ith AP, |X| is the number of APs, and |E| denotes the number of AP pairs, i.e., 4851). W denotes the relevance between two APs. W is defined using (1). If two APs are not observed concurrently, then AV alue is a predefined NULL value. Otherwise, AV alue is defined as follows.
Definition 1: Association value, AV alue j,k of an edge, E j,k between APs j and k is defined as
where Freq j,k : frequency of the cases that AP j and k are observed concurrently, MAX Freq : maximum frequency. AV alue is computed from T . In the mapping step, the set of prototypes P representing each location is also constructed from T L as follows:
For all t l whose location is r
whereā r = ā r,1 , . . . ,ā r,99 (ā r,h is the averaged RSS value of the hth AP of the instances whose location is r).
2) Structure Expansion:
The aim of this step is to form the candidate location set G for a given test instance. G corresponds to a group of locations adjacent to the given test instance. In order to select the candidate locations, the test instance, and the ith location's prototype are compared and expanded until convergence. The expansion cost is interpreted as distance. The structure expansion step is composed of seed matching and seed expansion.
Seed matching procedure is summarized in Table II . For a test instance z i and a prototype P r , the commonly observed APs in z i and P r constitute the set of common APs (S COM ). A structure connecting the APs in S COM is constructed using a minimum spanning tree (MST) algorithm [7] . EV alue for this Fig. 2 . Illustration of seed matching. At this step, the common APs observed in a test instance and the prototype of the ith location are processed. In the figure, AP 4 , AP 10 , and AP 27 compose of S C O M . Based on the AV alues, the edges with the lowest EV alue, E 4 , 27 and E 4 , 10 are selected and comprise the connecting structure S C O M . structure is computed as follows:
where E COM is the structure for S COM obtained by an MST algorithm.
In the example illustrated in Fig. 2 , the observed APs of a test instance are {4, 10, 17, 20, 27}, the observed APs of a prototype are {4, 10, 27, 38, 39}, and S COM is {4, 10, 27}. Then, edges with lower AV alue are selected. Therefore, E COM = {E 4,10 , E 4,27 }.
At the seed expansion step, a test instance and the location's prototype are expanded by adding unobserved APs until convergence. The aim of this step is to find a set of edges, E EXP connecting APs in S TL , S PL , and S COM (where S TL is the set of APs observed only in a test instance. S PL is the set of APs observed only in the ith prototype) using the procedure summarized in Table II . This step is also based on an MST algorithm. The edges in E EXP are used to compute LV alue. This is based on the assumption that if an AP is not observed due to an environmental change, it could be guessed from nearby APs using Fig. 3 . Exemplary seed expansion procedure for missing APs. E E X P connecting APs in a test instance and the rth prototype is constructed by adding a new AP "9". the feature relevance network.
In Fig. 3 , the seed expansion step is illustrated using the same example in Fig. 2 , where S COM = {4, 10, 27}, S TL = {17, 20}, and S PL = {38, 39}. At the seed expansion step, a structure connecting APs {4, 10, 17, 20, 27, 38, 39} is constructed by adding a new AP "9". After the execution of the MST algorithm, E EXP = {E 9,38 , E 4,9 , E 4,27 , E 4,10 , E 4,17 , E 10,39 , E 10,20 }.
After the structure expansion step, EV alue and LV alue are obtained for each pair of the test instance and the ith location's prototype. EV alue represents the degree of relatedness between the test instance and the prototype. LV alue corresponds to the accumulated expansion cost. Because two observations obtained at different periods at the same location would have more common APs and lower expansion cost than observations from different locations, the ratio of these two values can be used as a distance. This idea is represented as follows:
LV alue r EV alue r (r = 1, . . . , 247).
Now, the locations supposed to be located more adjacent to the given test instance can be recommended based on RScore values (5). These locations will be denoted as G. The other locations will be represented as G . G and G can be obtained after sorting the 247 prototypes according to the their RScores, then dividing them by a proper criterion.
In order to select the proper criterion, we devise two operators γ and ψ as follows: 
If one selects too many candidates for G in order to contain c i for the given test instance, the estimation accuracy would be worsened. On the contrary, if one selects too few candidates for G, then the estimation accuracy would also be worsened because c i would not be included in G. A criterion capable of balancing the number of elements in G is searched using the procedure in Table III. Figs. 4 and 5 show RScores and ψ values for some test instances. As shown in Fig. 4 , it is difficult to find a meaningful variation in the RScore curves. However, the curves in Fig. 5 show prominent changes in ψ values. A set of interim criteria is selected based on the fluctuations in ψ curves. For the landmark instances, a set of interim criteria η interim is selected based on these ψ values. Each element of η interim is determined as ψ l where ψ l ≥ ψ init (ψ init is a constant determined using land- Table III .
After constructing G, the RSS values of some prototypes are modified. If a location is adjacent to a known location (i.e., landmark data), the amount of RSS value change of the location is likely to be similar to the RSS value change of the known location. This idea is incorporated to adjust the RSS values of the APs of the prototypes in G.
3) Estimation: The location of a test instance is estimated at this step based on the weighted p-norm distance. For a test instance z i and G, location c * i for z i is estimated as follows:
where p = 1.7 (p was optimized using landmark instances),
IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
In Fig. 6 , the feature relevance network built from T is shown. Here, linked APs are simultaneously observed pairs and they are assumed to be adjacent. Interestingly, we could observe some hub APs and conjecture that the feature relevance network assumes a complex network structure whose degree distribution can be represented by the power law.
A. Quality of Candidate Recommendation
After the recommendation, the cluster G for a z i is obtained. An example G for a test case where c i = 203 is illustrated in Fig. 7 . As shown in Fig. 7 , the recommended locations are likely to be adjacent to the target location. For more comprehensive analysis, we present two concepts describing the degree of adjacency (AD) and hit ratio, respectively. The AD corresponds to the density of G, i.e., the average distance between the locations in G. It was calculated using the offered location map. We assign coordinates to each location by setting the left-bottom location as (0, 0) and the distance between adjacent locations as one. This map was only used for computing the AD and had not been used in the learning and estimation processes. Then, AD i of the ith location is computed using the following equation
(o i : the (artificial) center point of G, x k : the kth element in G). The AD denotes the quality of a cluster. The higher is AD, the worse is the quality of G. However, even low AD values could be useless if actual c i is not included in G. Hit ratio means the ratio of G containing actual c i of each z i . With higher hit ratio, it is possible to obtain more higher accuracy.
The maximum size (it means the number of locations in G) of G is 10. The minimum size is 4. The average size of a cluster is 6.773. As explained in Table IV , the recommendation capability is satisfiable. In other words, 69.7% of each c i is contained in the recommended cluster, G. Furthermore, the recommended locations are actually adjacent ones according to the average AD value of 2.671.
B. Prediction Performance
In order to evaluate the prediction performance, we carry out two experiments. In the ideal setting, the group of optimal CONTEST [8] adjacent locations G o is determined through reference to the actual location of each test instance in order to show the upper bound in the ideal case with the given condition. In the other case, G is determined based on the procedure in Table III .
In each case, the accuracy is determined by the following definition.
Definition 2 Accuracy = of correct predictions of all test instances .
In Table V , the estimation results are presented. With the proposed algorithm, the adjacent locations, G for each z i , are recommended during the recommendation step. Therefore, instances with similar feature vectors are given to a classifier. As a result, it is possible to achieve relatively higher accuracy with simple classifier. For 69.7% of hit ratio, the accuracy is 0.3238. This performance is better than the first ranked result of the 2007 IEEE ICDM DMC Task #2 and the conventional machine learning algorithms such as neural networks, kNN, random forest, and naive Bayes (algorithms implemented in WEKA 3.4.11 have been employed for the comparison). The broadly used algorithms do not provide promising results. Because other classifiers do not have the transfer learning capability, the poor performance is expected. These results are presented to show that the given task cannot be solved well with conventional methods.
The winners of the ICMD 07 contest employed the Minkowski distance and NUM (nearest unlike neighbor) distance. The winners computed the initial class centers and assigned a class label to the unlabelled instances. After that, new class centers were computed using the newly labeled instance and the given labeled training instances. Finally, the Minkowski distance weights for each class were assigned. Contrary to the ICDM 07 contest winner, our method focuses on relational properties among APs. The relational properties are represented as relevance network. For a given test instance, candidate locations for this test instance are selected based on feature relevance network. Because the proposed method infers the likelihood of a feature change, our method can be applied to other domains with missing or changing attributes. This is one novelty of our method.
In order to present the upper limit of the proposed method in the current setting (with the current relevance network), we built an optimal cluster G o , which always includes the actual location of z i . In this case, the accuracy is 0.5831. The difference between the ideal case and the other case is due to the recommendation rule. The estimation accuracy in the case of using Table III can be improved further by calibrating the recommendation rule. With the current experimental setting, we have only 48 samples (discarding repeated locations) for estimating the characteristics of the test environment. With cues corresponding 19.4% of the target locations, there is much room for the improvement. By calibrating the relevance network with more instances, it is possible to improve the accuracy to the upper bound.
In order to verify the validity of the estimation after recommendation, we also compared the accuracy at each stage. The accuracy with recommendation rule only means the case where the location with the lowest RScore i is determined as c i for the given z i . The accuracy with classifier only means the case where the classifier of (9) is used for estimation without forming G. Because the distance measure in (9) ignores unobserved APs, classifier only estimation result is inferior to other conventional classifier. However, our method improves the estimation accuracy significantly by combining the recommendation procedure and a simple distance measure.
V. DISCUSSION
In spite of the difficulties of the indoor location estimation problem, the proposed method achieves meaningful improvement. The idea behind the improvements is as follows: the difficulty due to distribution change could be overcome by building environmentally invariant properties. We represented cooccurrences among APs as a simple graph structure. Using this graph space, we obtained a method enabling location estimation despite the distribution change. The difficulty due to too few training examples was circumvented by giving up construction of location models. We could not build reliable location models with the given scarce labeled training data. Furthermore, even if there exist location models, we could not transfer the parameters due to the lack of labeled training data from the test environment. By focusing on feature relatedness, we got rid of the need for a model per a location.
The problem of insufficient labeled data always harasses researchers. In the proposed method, the effect of insufficient labeled data is a decline of the quality of prototypes. As a consequence, the seed matching/expansion steps are deteriorated. However, the proposed method has a unique strength in transfer learning. Our method focuses on the invariant relationship among features. Therefore, one could extract more meaningful invariant relations with plentiful unlabeled data and these upgraded relations result in a more informative relevance network. As a result, plentiful unlabeled data can offset the deteriorating effect of insufficient labeled data. With more unlabeled data from the test environment, we could secure another cue for estimating the RSS value change. Therefore, it is possible to enhance the estimation result further.
Another virtue of the proposed method is in its recommendation step. Through recommendation, we formed a cluster of adjacent locations. By focusing on these neighboring locations, we were able to estimate the unknown location more successfully. Our method is suitable for such tasks in which the number of classes is very large, the independency among classes is weak, and the number of training instances per class is small. The indoor location estimation problem is a typical example for this kind of domain, thus, we succeeded in introducing a useful estimation method.
One of the shortcomings of the proposed method is its computational cost. The proposed method builds a relevance matrix of fixed size F × F (F : the number of features). Because the relevance network is obtained from co-observation of the APs, the large size of training data is not a serious computational burden. The heaviest computational burden comes from the process of fixing ψ values based on RScore values. Although the running time for determining ψ values is very high (as shown in Fig. 8 ), there is a margin for further optimization. The running time is proportional to the number of landmark instances and the computation time of each ψ value could be improved with more instances. In the employed MST algorithm, the running time per location is l × O(mlogn) (l: the number of locations, i.e., 247; m: the number of APs; and n: the number of edges, i.e., 4851). In the equation O(mlogn), m is fixed and n can be reduced by employing some dimensionality reduction techniques such as multidimensional clustering (MDS). With enough data showing distribution change (labeled or unlabeled ones), it is possible to eliminate less informative elements from the the relevance network based on the co-occurrence. In addition, more informative prototypes (represented by less features) could be obtained and these refined prototypes could contribute to pruning the edges. As a result, n in O(mlogn) could become smaller and computational burden could be relieved given a sufficient number of informative instances.
A feature relevance network represents how closely two features are related to each other. Therefore, the proposed method can be extended to other problems if a few preconditions are met.
The preconditions are as follows: 1) there should be a reasonable basis to support the assumption that features are interrelated in a pairwise manner-in the case of indoor location estimation, it is highly probable that the property of adjacent APs would be similar and 2) the unvaried relation among features is easy to guess or represent-in the case of indoor location estimation, adjacent APs can easily be represented by their observation values, which should be highly correlated to one another. There could be lots of domains satisfying these preconditions. Transfer learning of object classes [30] is a typical example. In the object recognition domain, the contour corresponds to an AP in indoor location estimation and the relations among contours are invariant. In this case, the relations among contours can be represented as a feature relevance network. As a result, it is possible to recognize an object even some contours are missing based on the relevance network.
VI. CONCLUSION
We proposed a novel estimation algorithm for data with varying distributions. The proposed method builds a feature relevance network based on invariant properties and given instances are expanded on the feature relevance network using an MST algorithm. For a given test instance, several candidates constitute a cluster based on the expansion cost, i.e., distance. Because the cluster is composed of adjacent candidates in a newly created problem space, we could achieve better classification result using a relatively simple classifier. The proposed method performed better than the first ranked result at 2007 IEEE ICDM DMC Task #2 with the same setting. By the simple idea of focusing on constant properties regardless of environmental changes, the estimation accuracy was improved. Although the algorithm imposes an additional computational burden, the experimental results show that it is attractive for tasks with varying distributions.
